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A great day at the beach calls for great foodespecially delicious, quick dishes that leave time for fun

in the sun. Barbara Scott-Goodman serves up more than 75 recipes for sensational meals for those

spending a weekend at the coast or for whom the seaside is home. Recipes for appetizers, soups,

sandwiches, main courses, salads, desserts, and cocktails feature farmstand fruits and vegetables,

fresh fish and shellfish, and meats for the grill that celebrate summer's bounty. Steamed Mussels in

Tomato-Fennel Broth and Chicken & Soba Noodle Salad with Spicy Asian Peanut Sauce make for

delightful post-beach fare. Fire up the barbecue for Grilled Swordfish with Mango Salsa

andvoil!instant backyard beach party. For dessert, Strawberry-Rhubarb Pie or Brownie Sundaes

with Raspberry Sauce are guaranteed to please. With photos that capture the beauty of both the

coast and the cuisine, The Beach House Cookbook offers all the right ingredients for fabulous

diningwith an ocean view.
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I love the Beach House Cookbook. It's filled with summer classics with a twist like the BLT salad

with buttermilk blue cheese dressing which was a great hit. This is a real staple cookbook for me

this summer. I've given it as a host gift a couple of times. My hosts loved the delicious photography

and were inspired to cook from its easy recipes.

This is a great cookbook! Made the lobster and roasted veg salad last night and got raves.The best



thing about it is just looking through the table of contents or leafing to a random page on your way

out to shop - it sparks a better idea than you might have had for what to cook that night. Also, every

recipe has a least one special "spark" idea or component that lifts the dish to a place that makes the

meal special and memorable.

The table of contents started me drooling (look in the See-Inside-the-Book above). The book makes

good use of readily available seafood plus fresh fruits (for fruit cobbler or a sundae). Sure, the

recipes may be found in a variety of cookbooks, but this pulls together the ones you want while at

the ocean.A few recipes use ingredients that I wouldn't have on hand (capers, chickpea flour), but

most are straight forward. The color photographs really whet your appetite.This was favorably

reviewed by the Baltimore Sun saying it "captures the evocative moods of summer."

We bought a copy of this for our beach house hosts and liked it so much I had to get one for home,

too. As another (more negative) reviewer noted, none of the recipes is earth-shatteringly new, but

rather natural combinations of ingredients that you might not come up with on your own and want to

try. In this way, the book reminds me of Cucina Fresca or Cucina Rustica, which are similar in sort

of simply preparing good, fresh food. The author has a nice, casual writing style. Beautiful pictures,

nicely laid out. I use this book a lot along with Italian Vegetarian (Jack Bishop) when I have some

produce or a seasonal veg and am wondering how best to use it. Highly recommended.

There are numerous theme cookbooks on the market, so what makes Barbara Scott-Goodman's

The Beach House Cookbook a winner? For one thing, it uses the theme of seaside freshness to

create feasts based on seafood and fresh vegetables. So readers should have an affection for fresh

seafood in order to appreciate The Beach House Cookbook. From an Oyster and Vegetable Bisque

to Grilled Swordfish with Mango Salsa, emphasis is on recipes which are quickly and easily

prepared, lending to beach picnics and vacation cooking.

Love this book. . Some of the Recipes are one of a kind. . . Most all of them turn out great with easy

directions.A book to hold dearly in your Cookbook Collection. .Renee Evers

I love this book. The recipes are not complicated at all and really bring out the great flavors of

summer fare. Shrimp & Snow Pea Salad with Ginger-Soy Vinaigrette is a dish I make often - the

vinaigrette alone will make you swoon. Grilled Tuna & Pineapple Relish is so simple yet rich in



flavor: a little chopping, a little squeezing and you've got most of the recipe made in just a few

minutes. Orzo, Corn & Chive Salad makes a great side to just about any meal, and the Beach

House Cosmos and White Rum & Lime Sea Breezes are the perfect summer libations to go with

these wonderful meals.I highly recommend this book. Great recipes using easy-to-find ingredients

with minimal time in the kitchen.It also contains beautiful photos (not a necessity for me but

something I know a lot of cooks prefer).

Wonderful recipes. The lemon cake is the best. Probably not the best cookbook for those allergic to

shellfish.
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